Miss Chinatown Yang Kai Run and other
contestants to visit On Lok
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2017 Miss Chinatown USA Yang Kairun cum contestants, February 9 in the morning to San
Francisco peace residence, visiting the elderly in this event, by the vast majority of Chinese
workers and the elderly A warm welcome. Carnival for the elderly playing musical
instruments, performing dance, but also offer affectionate old songs, and distribution of
fruits to the old people, the social care given to them.
Nick Sager, Acting Commissioner for Homes, welcomed the 12 American Miss Chinatown
guests, who were on behalf of Elohim and Elder Ladies. He pointed out that Elohim is an
elderly day activities and care center, with activity centers throughout the San Francisco Bay
Area. These centers cater for Chinese, Afro-Asian, Latino and other ethnic groups and
provide services in English, Chinese, Spanish, Vietnamese and Russian. Old people make new
friends here, participate in cultural activities, carry out physical exercise, there are a wealth of
nutritious meals.
Carnival visits the center of the activities of 150 different ethnic groups of the elderly, of
which a large part of Chinese. Celebrating the lunar new year in the center of the activity,
Elohim shares the joy and joy of the Chinese New Year with the old people.
In 2017 the United States Miss Chinatown to the old people playing Chopin piano music, the
Chinese Chamber of Commerce Miss Luo Xin playing "horse", delicate and charming Wu Peili
affectionate singing "the moon represents my heart." Beautiful people took the old hand,
dancing with the beat of the music, but also with the performance dance "a beautiful
jasmine", and the old people chorus this song, the scene is very warm and lively.

Miss Chinatown in the United States all the beauty in the activities for the elderly live in the Lok dance
"good one beautiful jasmine." (China Daily reporter Wu Zhuoming photo)

The United States Miss Chinatown ladies and beauties in the activities of the elderly home and staff photo.
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